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ROTOZIP INTRODUCES ROTOSAW+, EXTENDS FUNCTIONALITY AND 
VERSATILITY OF WORLD’S NO. 1 SPIRAL SAW 

 

MT. PROSPECT, Ill. (Oct. 1, 2012) – The pioneer of spiral saw technology is at it again, proving that 

even the best can get better. Today, RotoZip® announced the introduction of a new Spiral+ tool –

 RotoSaw+™, optimized for more power, control and versatility. RotoSaw+ takes spiral cutting to new 

heights, offering maximum performance in even the most difficult building materials, including hard 

wood, rebar and granite.  

 

“People invest hundreds of dollars in power tools under the assumption that specialty cuts require 

specialty tools. RotoZip is setting the record straight with a do-it-all cutting tool – providing more 

functionality and versatility than ever before,” said Randall Coe, marketing director for RotoZip.  

 

RotoSaw+ eliminates the need for multiple tools by doing the work of several in one. It can be used as 

a cutout tool, a cutoff grinder, a flush-cut saw and a hole saw. When paired with the appropriate 

attachment and accessory, RotoSaw+ replaces tools like tile-cutting wet saws, jigsaws or power shears 

(for sheet metal). In addition to de-cluttering the work space, it saves time by reducing the need to 

constantly trade out tools.  

 

“Spiral saws are often thought to be drywall-specific, but really their uses are limitless. The proof is in 

the project,” added Coe. “The RotoSaw+ doesn’t just do a few things well and others so-so; it delivers 

superior performance every time, regardless of the application.” 

 

Whether users are installing tile, repairing subfloor, or tackling cutouts in plaster walls, the RotoSaw+ 

was designed to handle the job with ease. The cutting tool was refined so that, when paired with 

RotoZip Connect™ high-performing attachments, it can easily slice through everything from plywood to 

porcelain. Its dust-management system hooks up to any shop vacuum, limiting the amount of airborne 

debris – this is especially important for those working in finished spaces.   

 



 
RotoSaw+ combines the strength and power typically associated with professional-grade tools with  

comfort and control for extended usability. Its 6.0A motor easily powers through dense, difficult 

materials, while variable speed enables users to quickly slow the tool down from 30,000 RPM to 15,000 

RPM. Soft-grip housing and an upfront ON/OFF switch provide additional support while helping reduce 

user fatigue. 

 

RotoSaw+ joins the new Spiral+ lineup from RotoZip; this consists of high-speed circular cutting tools 

that utilize the RotoZip Connect Attachment System. Spiral+ tools build on the plunge and freehand 

cutting capability of a Spiral Saw by adding the functionality of the Connect System. Spiral+ tools can 

be outfitted to tackle more specialty cuts, extending versatility and functionality – even in hard-to-reach 

places. The RotoSaw+ is compatible with all RotoZip Connect™ attachments, including the ZipMate® for 

right-angle flush cutting, the Direct Drive cutoff attachment, the Circle-Cutter Guide and the Dust-

Management Kit. It also accommodates all RotoZip ZIP®BITS, XBITS™, ZIP®WHEELS, XWHEELS™, 

XCORES™ and ZIP®DISCS.   

 

RotoSaw+ is rolling out to home centers now and will be available for purchase by November 2012. It 

retails for $129 and will be sold in a kit that contains:  

- RotoSaw+ Spiral+ Tool 

- ZipMate 4 Right Angle Attachment 

- XShield™ 4 Cutting Guard 

- Dust Management Adapter 

- Support Handle 

- Wood X-Wheel 

- Metal ZIP®Wheel 

- Tile ZIP®Wheel 

- Drywall Guidepoint ZIP®BITS 

- Multipurpose ZIP®BITS 

- 1/8”, 5/32”, ¼” Collet 

- Tool storage bag 

 

About ROTOZIP®: 

ROTOZIP® was founded in 1972 when a professional drywall contractor sought a better, faster way to 

cut drywall. Focused on saving time and money while improving his results, this single vision soon 

spawned a complete line of high-performance professional tools, accessories and attachments for  

cutting a wide variety of building materials. Today, ROTOZIP continues to build upon the same strong 

foundation established more than two decades ago as the world’s No. 1 Spiral Saw® system. For more 

information, visit www.ROTOZIP.com or call 877-ROTOZIP. 
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